
20151029 SLAC meeting
Attendees

Yee, Mayank, Bebo, Jacek, Vaikunth, Les

Purpose

This is to go over the next step for engaging the Indian students.  There is  documentation at:  https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/IEPM
/Indian+Students+2016

I suspect we need to flesh out a bit what projects the students may be engaged in, who will mentor/supervise them, what skills will be needed 
etc.  Following this we will probably need to engage with the powers that be in India to get an update on details (when do the get degrees, do any have a 
visa, once they have a degree are they still interested in coming, what is the duration of the stay at SLAC, what about the existing BS students, how should 
we proceed).  Following this I am thinking we will need to set up Skype one on one meetings with them to share what we propose, learn their skills, plans 
and suitability etc.

Questions:

Before graduate they collaborate remotely, send questions to Sai Sabitha Associate prof of CSE

When do they graduate, August?
If no visa will they come after they graduate
What about Post docs
Will they be able to continue work after 3 months. Will have to go back to complete
Try skype with video, blue jeans, voice on landline, video
When they say Android how fixed are they

Update what we want: Mayank, Jacek, Les including PingER on Android (paper on RPi)

30 min Skype meeting  to get to know meet & greet, do 2 or 3 as subsets

Light technical discussion

What are their interests?

Hundreds of nodes, analyzing  LSST empirical nodes

Let Jennifer know of space needs (innovation room)

Need hosts will they bring laptops, on visitor

Simulated mysql tests

Set up chat room Amity-collaboration, suggested name slacamity – Yee, Les

Smile.stanford.edu - Mayank

This is to go over the next step for engaging the Indian students.  There is  documentation at:  https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/IEPM
/Indian+Students+2016

Mail

Mail sent to Amity, 10/29/2015
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